The ‘Cheesy Method’ of Converting the SA AW to 2 Speed Fixed Gear
You will need the following to do this: a 1963 or newer AW hub (1962 and earlier hubs have threaded lefthand cup and are, therefore, not good candidates for this conversion), Dremel tool with cut off wheels, pencil magnet, sharpie, bench vise, large hammer, bench grinder or right angle grinder, large drift or a socket large enough to fit inside the hub shell and an extension.
Completely dismantle the hub. Discard the planet cage pawls and the pawl springs. Save the gear ring pawls. These pawls have a raised diamond shape on the short end, like this: 
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Open the bench vise wide enough to support the hubshell by its flanges. Place the hubshell on the vise, left ballcup down, and drive the ball cup out of the shell using the hammer and drift. You will end up with this:
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Set the ball cup and hub shell aside. Take the gear ring pawls and grind off the raised diamond. It should look like this when finished.
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Set the bench vise opening wide enough to support the left ballcup. Place the ballcup on the vise. Place the planet cage upside down on the bench with one pawl pin hole to your left and one to your right. Place a pawl in the left side of the planet cage with the ground side out and pointed towards you. Apply a dab of heavy grease to a pawl pin and insert it into the planet cage and pawl. Repeat for the right side but have the ground side of the pawl facing out and away from you. Turn the planet cage over. The ground side on your left should now be pointing away from you. Place the planet cage on the ballcup; align the ground end of one of the pawls with a ratchet groove. Mark the cup on either edge of the long end of the pawl.
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5) Remove the planet cage from the cup and with the dremel and cut-off wheel, cut on the inside of the marks. It is best to make narrow slices then slowly grind them down from the top to the base of the ballcup. Repeat for the other side of the ballcup. It will end up looking like this.
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Fit the planet cage into the cup and make adjustments until it sits square in the cup by removing material from either side of either slot as needed.


When all is good, use the right angle grinder to grind the exposed part of the pawl flush with the ballcup. Extra points awarded if you manage to contour it to the ballcup.
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 There will be a small burr beneath each pawl that will need to be removed. Remove the planet cage from the cup and knock off the burr.


Now for the fun part, reassembly. First, clean the grinding residue from the ballcup and the planet cage. When everything is nice and clean, apply some silicone or Permatex to the flange and the ribs of the ballcup. The will help prevent oil leaks. Place the planet cage with the pawls back into the ballcup. Place the hub shell on to the ballcup and press home. (I use my vise for this, but I have an 8”. If your vise is not large enough, either use a deadblow hammer to drive the shell home or, if you have a small bottle jack and a large vehicle, you can place the jack atop of the hub shell and the jack under the vehicle, the jack will press the shell and ballcup together.)

Place the assembled hub shell/ballcup assembly on open vise jaws, supporting the hub flange. Using the pencil magnet, stick the magnet through the center of the planet cage and out the ballcup. Grab a planet gear with the magnet and pull it up through the ballcup and place it in the planet cage. Grease a pinion pin and place it through the planet gear. Repeat for the other planet gears. The remaining assembly is normal to the hub with the exception of the lefthand cone. Set this slightly loose. After about 50 miles of use, the internals will center themselves and the cone can be set normally.
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There is internal backlash inherent in this hub. The technical term is SLOP. If you do not trackstand or skipstop with a fixed gear bike, this will not be much of an issue to you. If you want to eliminate the slop, it requires a specially machined sliding clutch to replace the cross shaped sliding clutch. The clutch looks like this.

The mechanical drawing for the clutch can be found here.
http://www.users.globalnet.co.uk/~hadland/fixed.pdf
The clutch must be hardened before use.


The two speed conversion now has direct drive and a 25% reduction gear. The shifting of the hub can be set either as high/low or high/neutral/low using the standard SA 3 speed trigger shifter.  To achieve the high/low adjustment, set up the shifter as you would normally. 3rd will be high, 2nd and 1st will both be low.
To set up for high/neutral/low, first, I strongly recommend you use a 3 speed shifter that you know not to be excessively worn. It must have a strong spring and sharp ratchet detents. A worn shifter can jump from neutral to high unexpectantly and cause you to crash. I know this from firsthand experience. I have the scars and damaged helmet to prove it. You have been warned. Okay, that’s done. If you still want a neutral (I still have it on my bikes, I’m not very smart), set the shifter up as you normally would for an AW hub. Place the bike in a work stand so you can turn the pedals. Place the shifter in 2nd and SLOWLY turn the pedals while turning the adjusting barrel until the wheel turns freely and with no clicking noise. Move the shifter to from neutral to high and back, then from neutral to low and back, making minute adjustments with the barrel as needed until the wheel turns freely when shifted from either high or low to neutral.

Information you need

 I shouldn’t have to say this, but keep your fingers away from the chainwheel and the rear cog when futzing with a fixed gear bike.  Unlike a freewheel bike, a fixed gear won’t stop when you get your finger stuck ‘twixt the chain and a cog.  It will just keep turning until your now shorter finger comes back around and out.
Have at least a front brake if using this hub. Bette yet, front and rear. Like all fixed gear bikes, you can resist pedal to slow down, and quite quickly. But if you are coasting in neutral, you can’t resist pedal and you won’t be able to stop without a brake until you clobber whatever was in your way.
When arriving at the bottom of a hill while coasting, start to turn the pedals then shift into high. You will find the transition will be very smooth. You will also find that the hub shifts NOW!!! There is no easing into gear. Shifting into low while coasting downhill will most likely scare the bejeebers out of you the first time you do it. And every time after that, too. The cranks will really be spinning when that happens. Make it a habit to shift into high gear when coming to the bottom of a hill.
When building your wheel, I recommend using a #2 brass washer beneath the spoke head. The purpose of the washer is to compensate for the narrow flange on the AW hub when using new spokes designed for wider flanged alloy hubs. These are the washers I use.     http://www.mcmaster.com/itm/find.ASP?tab=find&context=psrchDtlLink&fasttrack=False&searchstring=95395A103
None of steps 12 thru 15 are meant to scare you. I had no instructions whatsoever when I started converting AW hubs and found this stuff out by trial and error. Mostly error. My first hub failed completely in the first fifty feet down the hill from my house and with that experience I learned not to ride a multispeed fixed gear without brakes. My first attempt at shifting into low when coasting to the bottom of a hill resulted in my nearly getting thrown from the bike.  A worn shifter did throw me off the bike when it shifted into high at about 30mph after hitting a series of bumps. I do have enough common sense, though, to never have done #12. Everything I’m writing here is to give you a heads-up on what to expect and what to avoid when using this hub. I have nine of these under my belt so far. I have three, five are scattered to friends around the US and one went to a friend in Iceland. Some have the nice clutch and have no slop at all.  Some don’t have the clutch and work fine for their intended use. Be careful, but above all, have fun.



